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1. Simple SAR Indicator - What is it? Simply put, the Simple SAR Indicator shows the user trend reversals. It uses some of the oldest and the most reliable indicators out there:  Moving Averages and Parabolic SAR (Stop and Reverse). The main idea of this tool is to... The epic trade manager tool is an Easy and fast visual mode to enter
and exit a position by market. This mt4 trade manager tool will drastically help you take trades with confidence! This tool is designed for both MT4 and MT5. This position tool is one of the best... Learn the most powerful trading entry strategies for better market timing and bigger profits. By the end of this trading guide, you’ll learn the skills
you need to better time the market; the best entry levels stocks; the ultimate trade entry checklist; how to improve... In this article, we want to teach you how day trading earnings with options works. You’ll learn the best trading strategy that can help you take advantage of the rise in implied volatility, how to calculate the earnings expected
move, 5 key trading earnings tips and... Learn the TPS Trading strategy based on Larry Connors’ time, price, and scale-in trade principles. Connors is an trading industry guru with over 35 years of trading experience that we can learn from. Throughout this trading guide, we’ll learn more about how to make a... Learn 3 unique soybean
trading strategies that you must know if you want to trade on one of the most promising commodity markets out there. Developing a successful commodities trading strategy is one of the best ways to increase your daily ROI. Throughout this guide,... Learn the ROC trading strategy yet another momentum-based stock strategy but with a
twist. ROC trading puts into practice two concepts: studying the strength of the trend and possible momentum shifts. By the end of this stock trading guide, you’ll learn how to trade... Are we all fooled by randomness? The random walk trading strategy will answer this question. Throughout this trading guide, we’ll attempt to answer what is
random walk theory and learn how to trade the stock market without technical analysis or fundamental analysis.... Learn the Quasimodo trading strategy to find profitable trend reversal opportunities. Throughout this trading guide, you’ll learn what is Quasimodo pattern trading, how to spot this reversal setup, what are the similarities
between Quasimodo trading and Head and... Hundreds of thousands of stock traders swear by the OHL strategy for day trading. This trading guide will teach you everything you need to know about the OHL trading strategy and how to manage the OHL trades to maximize your trading profits. If this is your first time... Learn the NFP trading
strategy and profit from one of the biggest market-moving risk events. We use unique NFP trading forex patterns to capture pips when everyone else is afraid to enter the market. This trading guide will explain what is NFP in forex trading, how to... In this guide, you’ll learn a mean reversion trading strategy with some trading secrets that
will assist you to limit the downside. The first part of the guide will highlight what is mean reversion trading, while in the second part we’ll reveal the mean reversion... Learn this limit order book trading strategy if you want to keep up with the sophisticated high-frequency trading machines. The purpose of this order book trading guide is to
teach you how to trade an order-driven market. We’ll explain to you the limit order book and... Learn the H4 forex trading strategy a cash-rich system to benefit from both the intraday price fluctuations and the larger time frames. Throughout this guide, we’ll outline a detailed plan around the best H4 forex strategy and what are the best
trading tactics to... Learn how to profit from global macro trading strategies with a few simple tricks. Even the world’s biggest hedge fund, Ray Dalio’s Bridgewater Associates with $140 billion in AUM focuses on the macro strategy. Now it’s the time to learn what is global macro and... Read the ultimate guide on how to trade on expiry day
along with some tips and tricks to help you with expiry trading. In this guide, you’ll learn what the expiration day is and all the basic stuff you need to know before you get started. Additionally, we’ll share 3... The engulfing trading strategy will give you the skills you need to become a better trader. Through this guide, we’re going to take a
deeper look into what exactly is the engulfing pattern and how understanding this particular pattern can improve your outcomes as a... Learn one earnings report trading strategy with tips on how to not get scared of earnings announcements. In this lesson, you’ll learn what the best way to trade earnings is, how to find the opportunities,
what stocks to buy and when to sell into a profit. By the end... Learn the Dow Theory trading strategy one of the oldest techniques of identifying a trend. In this guide, you’ll learn how price moves and how we as traders can select winning stocks. Dow Theory forecasts have been used for more than 120 years so; we’re going to put... Learn
the core trading strategy to optimize your profits as the stock price action rises. In this guide, you’ll learn how to trade around a core trade, the methods along with a twist. If you can master the core position trading technique, you’ll become proficient at...Zero to $1 Million in 18 Months Forex Trading What if I let you follow along, looking
over my shoulder every step, and show you how to use forex trading to go from Zero to $1 million in 18 months?  Sound like fun? Is it possible, as a forex trader, to go from nothing... Learn aggressive trading strategies that can produce high returns in a short period of time. Some traders are risk-takers by their own nature, so this
aggressive stock trading guide is for them. Additionally, you’ll learn how to build an aggressive stock portfolio... Learn the Value Area trading strategy if you want to master how institutional traders find support and resistance levels. You can use the Value Area trading rules to day trade any market and increase your profitability. In this
guide, we’re going to teach you how to... Learn the unidirectional trading strategy that will allow traders to focus only on one side of the market (up or down). You want to read the unidirectional trade strategy review if you want to identify one-sided trading moves. Additionally, you’ll learn how to capture... Learn the basic concepts behind
the top 5 trading strategies that work today and will continue working in the future. If you’re looking to learn stock trading strategies that work for both beginners and advanced traders in every market environment, grab a cup of... Learn the tape reading trading strategy used by Jesse Livermore, one of the world's greatest stock traders.
Tape reading is crucial for anyone who wants to fully understand the market. If you want to master the art of tape reading trading and use the same tactics that... Learn the best stock market index trading strategies using ETF contracts. Index trading offers you the chance to speculate on the price movement of the major world stock market
indices. Throughout this guide, we’re going to write everything you need to know about... Learn the S&P trading strategy and speculate on the price movement of the world`s largest and most important stock market indices. Most institutional investors and the big hedge funds love trading S&P 500 index. If you too love trading stock indices,
you need... Learn this QQQ options trading system if you want to gain exposure to NASDAQ 100 stocks. The Invesco QQQ Trust (QQQ) is one of the best ways for traders to gain diversified access to the growing tech sector. Between investing with index ETF and QQQ trading strategy we... The Order Flow Trading Strategy Guide will
teach you how to acquire the mindset of a professional trader. If you’re interested to learn how to trade using one of the oldest trading techniques used especially by day traders, you have landed in the right place. We’ll... Learn the short-term NADEX trading strategies that can be applied to binary options. In this guide, you’ll learn how
NADEX  trading works, how to trade NADEX successfully, and last but not least we’re going to outline 3 reasons why you should trade NADEX binary... Learn the Holy Grail trading strategy and you'll be on your way to finding winning trading positions. The objective of the Holy Grail stock trading strategy is to help you discover how you
can take a simple trading setup and make consistent profits. We’re also going... Using the exponential moving average (EMA) can enhance almost any trading strategy. Learn the 3-bar EMA strategy that combines the power of two short-term exponential moving averages. Throughout this EMA trading guide, we’re going to reveal some
unconventional EMA... According to the volatility index (VIX), 2020 has been the most volatile trading year to date. Learn the best volatility trading strategies for the options market. Throughout this options trading guide, our expert options traders will explain what volatility trading... The complete guide to professional trading strategies will
reveal how to trade against the crowd and become a professional trader. The most efficient professional trading techniques used by hedge fund traders, bank traders, and prop traders will be outlined through... Learn successful intraday trading strategies, find tips and tricks for intraday trading, and discover the techniques used by our
expert traders. Throughout this guide, you’ll learn how to start intraday trading and to stay consistent with our intraday stock strategy.... Learn how to get rich from single stock trading by specializing in just one stock. This trading strategy will unlock the power of trading one stock and the advantages that come with a single stock trading
strategy. Stock investing is risky, but thoughtful investment... Learn the secret behind the CTA trading strategy using quantitative trading models to generate buy and sell signals. Throughout this guide, we’re going to explore the profit potential of the CTA strategy. More, we’re going to outline how CTA trading works and how you... Learn
the Forex basket trading strategy so you don’t put all your eggs in one basket. It is well known that diversification is one of the most time-tested principles in trading. Throughout this forex trading guide, you’re going to learn how to diversify your trades... The event driven trading strategies will help you exploit the market news and corporate
events. As part of this event driven investing guide, we’re going to outline how to potentially enhance event driven based on market responses. Unlike the classical event driven... Learn how to mitigate market risk by implementing a market neutral strategy. Throughout this trading guide, we’re going to highlight why you need to study
market neutral trading instead of directional trading. We are also going to share the different types of neutral... Learn how to trade bonds like the world’s biggest bond trader, Paul Rotter aka the Flipper. Through this bond trading guide, you’ll learn the best bond trading strategies used by the savviest bond traders. Understanding bonds is
critical if you want to get your feet... Learn how to trade VIX with our in-house developed VIX trading strategy. Often quoted as Wall Street’s fear gauge, VIX trading is a popular way to measure the level of risk in the stock market. But, how does trading the VIX work, how to use the VIX in trading, the... Learn what is the 9/30 trading
strategy that successful traders want to hide it from you. Through this trading guide, we’re going to share the 9/30 trading setup which is based on a simple moving average trading strategy. Additionally, the 9 and 30 EMA trading... Learn how the Webull day trading platform APP allows commission-free stock trading with this step-by-step
guide. We often get asked by our subscribers, can you day trade on Webull? Through this guide, we’re going to show you how day trading on Webull works, Webull day...Check our Webull vs Robinhood review and see which free investing app is right for you. In this guide, our team of investment professionals will compare the features
found in both the Webull App and the Robinhood App. You'll also learn about pricing, how to get free... Trading and investing can be very profitable, but you will need trading strategies that support each of your positions. Learn the high net worth strategies that HNWI families use while investing their wealth. If you want to learn how the
wealthy investors keep getting... The Complete Guide to Webull Stock Trading In this trading guide, you'll learn how to safely trade using Webull. Webull is a free stock trading mobile App that offers zero-commission trading on different asset classes including stocks, options, ETFs, and ADRs. This... The Alexander Elder trading strategy is
also known as the Triple Screen trading system combines oscillators with trend-following tools in order to refine the performance of both. This is a practical guide to the Alexander Elder trading system that will teach you how... The Camarilla pivot trading strategy is a better way to use pivot points to improve your trading. If you want to
master pinpointing key intraday support and resistance levels, precision entry, and exit point the Camarilla trading strategy can help you achieve those... What are the best currency trading strategies that work in 2020? Uncover the best forex online currency trading strategies, including day trading, swing trading, scalping, and more.
Additionally, we’re going to share a few important recommendations that experts use... The delta options trading strategy is a suitable strategy for options trading with a small account balance. We promise that after you go through this options trading guide you’ll understand completely what is delta options trading and why this is key to
options... The double down trading strategy will help stock traders to recover from bad trades. You can become a profitable trader if you learn new tactics to deal with losses. Throughout this trading guide, we’re going to teach you what does double down means long with 3... Learn how to trade stocks in a recession with three simple
investing tips. Throughout this stock trading guide, we’re going to teach you where to put money during a recession. If you want to survive the coronavirus stock market crash stay tuned for our best stock... If you search for the best penny cryptocurrency to invest 2020 read on. With more than 5,200 altcoins to choose from, you might be
wondering what are the best altcoins to invest in 2020? We’re going to share with you the top 10 penny cryptocurrencies to buy in 2020... Want to know the best cryptocurrency to invest 2021? Deciding which blockchain technologies to invest in can be difficult. With so many different cryptocurrencies to choose from, where do you start? In
this guide, you'll learn about 5 of the most promising, best... The new hot thing on Wall Street that investors are adopting in droves is factor investing. Factor trading strategies have boomed to $25 trillion in assets at the end of 2019. Factor trading combines the benefits of both active and passive investing. Throughout this... The EURJPY
trading strategy gives forex traders the option to get exposure to more trading opportunities. If you want to learn a simple EURJPY forex trading strategy that will tell you the best time to trade the EUR/JPY cross pair you have landed in the right place.... Can Google trends predict stock market movements? In theory, forecasting stock
market movements using Google trends is possible. Throughout this stock trading guide, we’re going to put to the test some Google trends trading strategies and see how using Google trends... Finding asymmetric risk reward trading opportunities in the financial markets is critical. Throughout this guide, you’ll learn why asymmetric trading
can help you limit the losses and at the same time give you the change to make more money. If this is your first time... Quantitative trading has been popularized by a hedge fund billionaire Jim Simons. Through this guide, we’re going to explain in layman terms what is quant trading with some practical examples. More, you’re going to
learn why the relative value strategy can help you... If you want to start trading gold, crude oil, wheat or coffee, there are some golden commodity trading tips that you must know. What successful strategies for commodity trading you should follow? This question is going to be answered here, along with how to profit... Wall Street investors
use the gold silver chart ratio to outsmart other metal traders. The cold truth is that the gold silver trading strategy presents substantial profit potential if you know how to interpret the ratio readings. Throughout this trading guide, our... In this guide, you'll learn how to trade Copper using the MCX Copper intraday trading strategy. To fully
understand the price behavior of all rare earth metals, traders need to incorporate Copper fundamental analysis. This will help them forecast whether the price of... Question: What is the Best Trading Strategy?Answer: The best strategy is the one that fits your circumstances and personality best.We get this question often because we are
the website that everyone goes to for trading strategies. I wish I could give you a... Learning how to manage drawdown trading in Forex is more important than the bottom-line profits. If you don’t know how to control drawdown in forex trading you can lose your entire balance. Our team of industry experts at TSG developed this guide to
explain the... The currency strength indicator is the secret weapon of successful trading. Through this trading guide, our team of industry experts will reveal our proprietary currency strength indicators pack. You will learn why our in-house indicator is superior along with an... Learn how to use convergence trading hedge fund strategies to
benefit from the most powerful tools used on Wall Street. The convergence trading strategy helped Edward O. Thorp to win $1 million in a trading contest run by Barron’s in 1990. If that sounds interesting,... Stop-loss trading is one of the most important tools in trading stock, Forex, commodities, and cryptocurrencies. If you want to have
longevity in the markets, then you absolutely need to use a stop-loss trading strategy. Throughout this guide to stop loss trading you... Learn the best range trading strategy to avoid getting chopped in a ranging market. Markets spend most of their time in range zones so you need to have a trading process that embraces range trading.
Throughout this guide, you’ll learn a new concept of range bars and... Learn how to trade the London breakout strategy and some effective ways to beat the smart money. We’re bringing to you a day trading strategy that has been successfully used by our London traders. The London breakout trading strategy incorporates secret trading...
One of the most popular risk metrics to factor into an investment is the Beta. Beta in trading is a statistical measure used by traders to determine the risk profile of an investment. Through this trading guide, we’re going to discuss different beta option forex... Learn why return on equity ratio is a financial risk metric loved by hedge funds on
Wall Street. This useful trading metric has gained a significant amount of popularity over the past few years. In this lesson, we’re going to put the return on equity formula to the... Learn why the Price to Book ratio, also known as the P/B ratio needs to be in your toolkit for evaluating the performance of a company. We’re going to take an in-
depth look into the price to book value ratio, one of the top 3 most important financial ratios. As a... Learn how to calculate reward to volatility ratio with this step-by-step guide. The reward to volatility ratio, also known as the Sharpe ratio is one of the most important risk metrics to assess an investment. This guide will explain the Sharpe
ratio, how to use the... Learn how to spot trend trading signals and build a profitable trend trading strategy. In this guide, you'll learn how to identify a trend in real-time and follow the trend successfully. After you master the trend with proper training, you will also be able to spot... Learn how to use the volume oscillator to boost your profits.
Volume-based trading can help you validate price movements in any instrument. The Volume Zone Oscillator will teach you how crucial volume is to confirm buy and sell trade signals. More the volume... Learn how to use the Aroon Indicator trading strategy to detect changes in the trend direction with deadly accuracy. Every trader needs
to know how to assess the strength of a given trend and asset. The Aroon oscillator is a two-in-one technical indicator that will... Learn the Know Sure Thing Indicator Strategy to buy and sell stocks focusing exclusively on momentum trading. This guide will cover the need-to-know principles behind the Know Sure Thing oscillator. If you’re
looking to develop your trading skills to correctly read... Learn how to trade like the banks with the Money Flow Index. This trading guide will teach you how to determine the market sentiment with the Chaikin Money Flow indicator. The Chaikin Money Flow indicator is regularly used on Wall Street. By taking the time to learn... The mass
index indicator is the tool we recommend to use to spot market reversals. If you’ve ever been in a trend only to be stopped out and see it go back in your favor, this ultimate guide to trend reversal will be an amazing read. We’re going to help you how to... In this article, we will discuss the most important things to know about top Forex
indicators. These indicators will function as essential buy and sell signals that can be used in any trading strategy. Our ultimate guide to technical indicators will explore what are...   This Forex Trading for Beginner's Guide will give you all the information you need so you can start trading Forex. You'll learn what forex trading is, how to trade
forex, how to make your first trade, plus our best forex trading strategies. We’ll also help... Fundamental analysis of stocks is the bedrock of long-term investing. Fundamental analysis is a critical component used by stock investors to determine if the current stock price reflects the actual current value of a company. This fundamental
analysis for dummies... This guide is all about the best growth stock investing strategy. Some people call it art, others science, but both are right. There is both an art and a science to investing and nowhere is that truer than with growth stocks. The science of investing requires... These options spread strategies will help you overcome limit
your exposure to risk and overcome the fear of losing out.  Options spread strategies make it significantly easier for your trading strategy to become more dynamic. This practical guide will share a powerful... This guide will help you design algorithmic trading strategies to control your emotions while you let a machine do the trading for you.
Why would you want to use high-frequency algorithmic trading strategies? What types of algorithmic bots are the best? All will be... Find the best day trading strategies Emini futures, some secrets and techniques that can turn your trading around. This trading course will teach you one of our best Emini strategies developed by a 35-year
veteran trader. Our strategically developed trading systems... Here we will cover futures trading strategies for all types of traders. You’ll get the chance to learn a futures strategy and we’ll also reveal the best practices of the futures market. The best strategy for futures trading can be a potential home run in the hands of... Learn how to
implement successful strategies for commodity trading amid the ongoing US-China trade war. The outlined commodity strategy is a designed plan for making money in the commodity market. Throughout this beginners guide on how to trade commodities you’ll... Anyone can learn how to make money in the stock market, but the secret to
successful investing requires a comprehensive trading strategy. In this beginner’s guide to the stock market, we’re going to reveal the missing ingredients on how to make money in the stock... Derivatives trading opens a new world of speculative opportunities for day traders and swing traders. Stock derivatives are instruments where it is
possible to make or lose a lot of money. Throughout this beginner’s guide to derivatives, you’ll learn the different... Initial coin offerings have raised billions of dollars to fund blockchain-related projects. In 2018 alone, crypto investors had about 2,284 ICO Initial Coin Offerings to choose from. That’s impressive! And that’s the reason why
we’ve decided to put together this... Explore the Security Token Offering list (best STO’s) and find the latest and best projects you can invest your money in. In this article, we're going to talk about everything you need to know about Security Token Offerings. You'll learn what a security token offering... Buying a blockchain stock is the
easiest way to start when thinking about how to invest in blockchain technology. Cryptocurrencies are still enjoying immense popularity and blockchain technology stocks are beginning to receive the same kind of love. We’ve put together... We're going to answer a question that we get asked all the time: How does Robinhood work?
Robinhood is a free, US-based stock trading app that allows 100% commission-free stock, options, cryptocurrency and ETF trades. This guide will teach you everything you need to...   Learn how to day trade online with our day trading for dummies guide. There are six things every beginner should know before starting day trading stocks.
Everything you need to know about day trading is going to be revealed through this day trading for beginner's... Wondering how to trade penny stocks? Penny stocks are a great option for traders who want to start investing with just $100. The popularity of penny stock trading has skyrocketed because penny stocks are “designed” for
investors who have little start-up capital. In... The topic of how do stablecoins work has gained the interest of many crypto fanatics within the cryptocurrency ecosystem. Throughout this crypto guide, we’re going to discuss what stablecoins are, the different types of stablecoins, as well as an overview of use... A long-short equity fund is one
of the oldest and most popular forms of investing. The world’s largest hedge fund employs long-short equity strategies to outperform the market. In this guide, you’re going to look at the tools hedge fund managers use to generate...
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